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Grad Senate votes
to oppose pill policy
By Jim Carey
>•

A greunaed pigeon fight. In vain for hn IK,

r.

The Graduate Student Senate (GSS)
unanimously voted yesterday to draft a
statement in opposition to the University
Health Center's policy of not distributing
any form of contraceptives.
Proposed by Stephen Latterly,
graduate student in American Studies,
the statement will be designed to make
public the strong opposition of the tGSS)
on the present I Y.i 11 h Center policy
WILLIAM GOURD, president of the
GSS and graduate student in speech,
referred to the situation at the Health
Center as a "mess.'' L'e said the overall
policies of the Health Center are difficult

to pin down, yet it seems to be manifesting a current refusal to give out birth
control pills.
Ms. Carol Sloman. graduate student in
speech, said the Health Center policy is
determined solely by the director of the
Center, Dr. James S Olms.
"He has his feelings of morality, then
issues these into the laws of the center.''
she said.
Gourd said in putting these moral
beliefs in practice. Dr. Olms is telling
the girl who gets pregnant that she
deserves to have the child.
GOURD ALSO voiced dissatisfaction
with the Center's policy of not disclosing
personal medical records to the student.

"The time is now to petition the
advisory committee for at least one
graduate student on the Health Center
Advisory Committee,'' he said.
The problem of graduate students
living in the dorms was also discussed.
Anticipating the transformation of Prout
Hall into a graduate student hall, many
graduate students signed to live in the
dorm, yet found themselves scattered in
various dormitories when the program
fell through.
According to Lafferty. many graduate
students are dissatisfied with the facilities in the dorms Plans for a separate
wing or the possible transformation of a
vacant fraternity or sorority for the
graduate students were considered.

Sympathy, criticism heard

Opinions on tickets vary
By Jack O'Breza
Assistant Sports Editor

A victim •( pM» , this bird struggles t* fly

Faculty reaction to the University
athletic department's alleged violation
of President Nixon's wage-price freeze
was one of general sympathy for the
department and its financial crisis, but
criticism for the timing of the facultystaff individual game ticket elimination
"I don't resent it (the price
increase)," said Dr. Elsie Minifie,
assistant professor of education. "1 can
understand the price hike because the
athletic department is apparently in a
bind like all other departments at the
University."
However. Dr. Minifie went on to say
that if it is in conflict with the law it
should be investigated.
"I felt it was illegal from the start
.nd I still do." said Dr. Robert B
Blackwell, assistant professor of
education.
Hmmkmm hriywiM.ObM

Sifting
pigeons

It's not inhuman* lo kill fh* pigeons that Heck around th* Wood County
Courthou** on Court Str**t according to th* County Commissioners Office. Th*
bitdt or* poitonod in ord*r to k**p th*ir numbers to a minimum and protect th*
c*pp*r gutters on tho building. Th* extermination hat boon going on for five or
six yean.

"I THINK Dick Young is absolutely
correct, said Dr Carl W Hallberg,
professor of biology and the University's
athletic committee chairman.
"There is no violation as far as I'm
concerned." he added "There was no
increase in hockey ticket prices, really."

Dr Hallberg explained that the faculty
is still paying $i per game if they buy a
season pass. This means they're still
getting a discount which makes hockey
consistent with the other fund raising
sports, according to Dr. Hallberg.
"1 think very frankly there has been no
defacto increase because they (the
faculty-staff) still pay II per game if
they buy season passes," he added.
"It just seems to me that it's (the
elimination of the faculty-staff discount
on Individual game tickets) not
according lo the price freeze," said Dr.
Adelbert K. Botts, professor of
geography
"It's definitely in violation of the
freeze." he added.
REGARDING THE FREEZE. Dr.
Stephen H. Vessey, assistant professor of
biology, said, "If the rest of the
University has to abide by it, I think it
should include the Athletic Director.
"If they (the athletic department)
want to raise prices now it is OK but it
was unethical during the freeze." he
added
"I have no complaint about prices
(hockey prices) for the faculty." said
Dr. William J. York, professor of
education and education department

chairman

"Out of all entertainment fields, I
certainly do not feel hockey games are
over priced," he added. "The price is
reasonable, but as a matter we should be
trying to abide by the executive order of
the price freeze."
"I think it's legal, but it would have
been better if they (the athletic
department) waited until the freeze was
over." said Dr. Richard Earl (rang,
associate professor of biology.
"CERTAINLY THE CHANGE in
ticket price violated the spirit of the law
if not the letter," said Dr. Marvin
Kumler, associate professor of
psychology.
Dr. Kumler added that he would prefer
to pay a higher price to view a home
hockey game rather than see the sport
relatively neglected as it appears to have
been in the past.
"It's turning out to be unfortunate
publicity for the University," said Dr.
Reginald D. Noble, assistant professor of
biology.
"I believe they (the athletic
department) were honest in what they
did even though I don't agree." he added.
"It's unfortunate the price was
increased during the freeze." concluded
Noble. "I was disappointed."

Senior Challenge offers option
opinion poll, students can suggest what
the Alumni House
Any senior interested in offering a area in the University might best receive
suggestion as to where he would like to the funds, thus giving the student a
Senior Challenge, the campus fund see his Senior Challenge pledge go should greater voice in where his money is
going.
raising organization which channels call the house at 372-2186, Achbach said.
pledges from seniors into needy UniverAchbach added that suggestions will
"WHEN I FIRST started working for
sity areas, is trying a new technique this
year-allowing students to decide as a this program," Achbach continued, "a eventually have to "be narrowed down,
body exactly where they want their funds central committee put together a list of though we're not sure how."
It would be impossible to distribute
options seniors might contribute to. and
togo
Bill Achbach, general chairman of then narrowed them down at a dinner pledges to a great number of projects
due to the volume of bsokwork alone, he
Senior Challenge, stated that an opinion meeting."
The chairman said that through the said. However, the poll will insure that
poll for seniors has been established at
By Terry Cocbru
Sufi Reporter

Civil service employe works
to change job classifications
By Mary Wey
Ms. Bonnie Kathrens. clerk stenographer III for the philosophy department, plans to organize all clerical
employes at the University into a
committee to see what can be done about
necessary job re-classifications.
Ms. Kathrens laid Civil Service
employes at the University desperately
need more realistic job classifications.
Civil Service workers include maintenance and food service employes, clerical
workers and "anyone that is not faculty
or staff." said Ms. Kathrens.
ACCORDING TO MS. Kathrens, clerical workers are doing more work than is
required as a part of their job. but are
not able to receive higher job classifications from the personnel department.
"We need more realistic job classification*. If we are doing secretaries' work.
we should be called secretaries'and
given their pay," said Ms. Kathrens.

CLERICAL employes at the University are put into one of five job classifications:
clerk typist, clerk stenographer, secretaries, administrative
specialists and administrative
assistants Each classification is then
divided into three sub-classifications.
Employes are paid according to their
position on the scale.
Last October, Ms. Kathrens filed a
request with the Director of Personnel
Services, John D. Hayes, asking for a
higher job re-classification, but it was
denied.
All 17 staff members in the philosophy
department including the chairman,
signed the request. The only signature
required by the personnel department
when filing for job re-classification is
the department head.
According to Ms. Kathrens, Hayes said
in a memorandum to her that he did not
re-classify her because she was not doing
any more work than other clerk steno-

grapher III.
"THIS IS true. I'm not doing any more
work than any other clerk stenographer
III, but all clerks are doing too much
work and so are all secretaries and
everyone else. Everyone doing clerical
work should be re-classified because
everyone is doing more work than is
required as part of their jobs," said Ms.
Kathrens.
Ms. Kathrens said she knows of four or
five other job re-classification requests
turned down by the personnel department.
In the philosophy department there are
17 staff members and only one secretary.
She said she is doing work that the
secretary can't finish, but she is not
given the title secretary.
"If we (the civil service employes)
stick together something might happen.
I'm not going to fight a losing battle. 1
want to win this one," she said.

whatever area is chosen will at least be
an area of high interest.
Achbach thinks the suggestions will be
narrowed down ultimately on the basis of
need in specific areas and also on the
basis of how attractive or dynamic the
area of contribution might be.
"WE HAVE reorganized the Senior
Challenge system this year. We are not
necessarily shooting for a financial
figure as we did in past years, but are
aiming rather for broad participation as
a goal." Achbach said.
The reorganization plans call for a
seven-man executive committee and fifteen vice-chairmen at the top of the
Senior Challenge program.
Each of the fifteen vice-chairmen are
then to choose five team captains, and
each of these seventy-five team captains
are then to choose five team members.
The result is 375 team members, who
in turn are to choose five senior contacts
each.
IN THIS WAY, Achback hopes to contact nearly every member of the senior
class personally, though those who are
not reached will be asked for a pledge via
mail.
All members of the program at the
team member level and above will hold a
"kick-off" banquet on Feb. 1.
Achbach hopes to receive pledges from
the 400 people who will be involved at
that time.
Achbach explained that Senior
Challenge is actually a class gift program which seeks financial support for
the University through five-year pledges.
That is, the student pledges to donate his
money over a five year period.
In the past two years, over $47,000 has
been committed to the program, and
over 850 seniors have participated.

Light

Change

Two members of the University maintenance
deportment change a light bulb in a lamp by
Williams Hall. The lamps, located around campus,
are often fondly referred to at Trout purity poles"
named for a former administration's reasoning for
their existence.

I 2/The SG Newt, Thunder, Nwwto It, ItN

healthy ?
The Bowling Green Health Center
announced that its 1969 ruling still holds,
and that there is no change in the policy
of not providing contraceptives.
In continuing this plan the University
is neglecting to provide a much needed
service to its female students, Obviously
not every woman on campus feels a need
to take the pill, but in a college
community, just as in any community
in this country, there should be
provisions for those who do want to
prevent unwanted pregnancy before or
after marriage.
Reasons given by the center for the
policy included the "disagreeable and
potentially dangerous side effects that
may. result from use of birth control
pills." The benefits clearly outweigh the
dangers.
PREGNANCY AND childbirth
statistically carry more risks than
taking the pill. British studies show that
from among 100.000 pregnant women
deaths among pill users of ages 20-34
were 1.5.
Death from pregnancy complications
in (he same age bracket would be 7.5.
from abortion 5.6 and from delivery
complications 7.1. We run much greater
risks in driving a car on U.S. highways.
The pill is a potent drug and obviously
attention must be given to its
distribution.
The clinic also fell "it is not in the
realm of the Student Health Center to
provide contraceptive devices or
medications since these have no

food coupons
There's a nasty rumor going around that 'speculators'' are
buying up as many food coupons as possible in the hope that the
University will give students credit next quarter for coupons not
-■used this term.
If it's true, that's just one more reason for the Food Service
Evaluation Committee to move on its credit proposal.
Earlier this week, the committee refused to vote on the
proposal because its members thought they did not have enough
information about the effects of such a program on the Food
Services budget. Instead, it will continue to study the measure at
its weekly meetings
Meanwhile, the students are caught right in the middle. Should
they sell their coupons or hang onto them on the chance the
University will give them credit next quarter?
If the committee ultimately decides not to give credit, those
students who kept their coupons will find it rough going to sell
them at any price during the last few days of the quarter.
And, if the proposal is approved at the last minute, then those
students who are now buying up extra coupons at cut-rate prices
will benefit at the expense of the original owners
The committee must act now.
It should either approve the proposal immediately so it can go
through all the proper channels before the end of the quarter, or it
should officially table the measure until next quarter when it will
have more time to give it the attention it deserves.
Either decision would at least let students know where they and
their unused coupons stand this quarter.

active board
The Student Arbitration Board is a dull sounding name for an
organization that can make student power a reality.
Lately . students have been taking advantage of the services
The Arbitration Board provides. The two students who were
dismissed from a chemistry class in October have contacted the
Board to investigate their stiuation.
Students who are currently student teaching in the Cincinnati
school system have requested an investigation by the Board into
the recent cancellation of the University's student teaching
program in southwestern Ohio.
Complaints have been filed with the Arbitration Board
concerning student advisement folders in the College of
Education As a result, the college recently clarified its position
in a "Statement of Policy and Procedures."
The active role the Arbitration Board is playing in their concern
for student welfare is a welcome sight for students who
are accustomed to being swallowed up by University injustices.
Hopefully students will continue to take advantage of the Board
by bringing matters that need investigating to their attention.
The Student Arbitration Board is another example of a working
unique Student Body Organization.

•me BG news

The Art Critique

news Leirers
young's theory of consistency
The Athletic Department should be
proud to have such a brilliant strategist
as Dick Young as its director. In
Tuesday's paper he revealed no less than
three possible defenses to the upcoming
investigation of the alleged wage-price
freeze violation.
Certainly those three defenses,
coupled with phrases like "it won't mean
diddly. and its not a big issue" and an
analogy to everything coming out of the
wash, will fend off the IRS agents who
are picking on the hockey ticket pricing
changes.
FIRST, MR. YOUNG will explain the
operating deficit. Other parties and
groups have been treated favorably by
the government when they were
operating at a loss.
If this strategy fails, he will explain
Young's Theory of Consistency, which
from all indications, is that, in the face
of national economic troubles,
consistency in prices can be
legitimately obtained by eliminating
the discount to certain groups. After all,
he will probably assert, "The principal
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of the matter is consistency rather than
money." He will most likely explain
that, financially, it doesn't make any
difference. (Doesn't that obviate the
claim that prices were changed to
relieve a deficit?)
Mr. Young may then show (ha( facultystaff members do receive a discount.
even (hough (his contradicts (he fact (hal
a discoun( was eliminated Af(er all.
they can buy a season pass (his year for

While it is indeed sad that Bowling
Green coeds cannot receive birth control
pills ("Pill Policy Unchanged". Nov. II)
I must take issue with Dr. Turner's
analysis of the birth control program at
Ohio University.
Contrary to Turner's comments. Ohio
University has a very strong
contraceptive program This fall the

registration sport

phjiip a. stiekney
voughn e. rockhold
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Hockey penalties interpreted for
students who have registration
problems:
Cross Checking-Computer, (or
someone) schedules me for two courses
at the same time.
Tripping-What I was doing when I
should have been registering.
Hooking-Illegal use ol pencil on class
selection form.
Fighting-Attempt to take courses for

which I am not qualified.
MATCH MISCONDUCT-Attempting
to enroll while under academic
suspension.
Elbowing- Persuading professor of
need to get into his closed course.
Slashing-Enrolling for too many
hours
Spearing-Illegal use of language after
receiving an incomplete registration.
Roughing-Result of failure to check
with advisor on proper course choices.
Bob Ryckman
Dept. of Education

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all
letters to the editor and opinion
columns. Letters may comment
on any other letter column or
editorial. We ask, however, that
guest columns not be written in
direct response to any other
published editorial item.
Letters should be a maximum
of 300 words, typewritten. We
ask that columns be no more than
four typed pages triple-spaced
The'News maintains the right
to 'edit all submissions that
exceed these limits, with respect
to the laws of libel and proper

W?fi*

Letters and columns should
include the author's address and
phone' number, and may be
mailed to the Editor, co BG
News, 101 University Hall

PRISON RIFORM

only $5 50 more (han last year, and to a
faculty member $5.50 Isn't much is i( Mr.
Young?
NOW THAT WE SEE all the thought
he put into how he would gel out of it. we
can see why Mr Young only had time to
gel an opinion from Infernal Revenue
instead of a ruling from the Office of
Economic Preparedness when he
considered the change

Unfortunately, though, the Internal
Revenue Service will be here to conduct
an investigation and I doubt that they
will be satisfied with Mr. Young's word
alone. In fact. "I have serious
reservations whether it will mean diddly
when everything is completed"
Dave Courier
202 Pi Kappa Alpha

birth control at Ohio U.

Business Staff
business manager
advertising manager

relationship to illness or prevention of
illness". The Health Center's goals
should more realistically include more
aspects of "Health" than are mentioned.
It seems a real injustice to the health and
well-being of students to deprive them of
this medical aid.
A THIRD REASON stated that "The
administration of contraceptive pills is
an non-theraputic procedure and is
purely elective." This was backed by
pointing out that the Health Center does
not provide elective surgery, medicine,
or dentistry.
Obviously these are out of the realm of
the Health Center staffing and medical
facilities. Each would involve expensive
equipment and specialized staff that only
larger scale clinics or hospitals can
sufficiently supply. In contrast,
distribution of contraceptives does not
involve extensive increases on present
medical supplies or staff. Prescribing
the pill for instance, would of course
involve preliminary procedures that
could be taken care of by an aide The
pressure put on the clinic in respect to
staff would not be as overwhelming as
they are built up to be.
Instead of viewing other Health Center
policies on dispensing contraceptives.
Bowling Green should take steps toward
a policy that would suit its students. By
simply adopting a "no provisions"
policy, the BG Health Center is running
away from a very real student need.
Linda Baugh
314 McDonald West

Hudson Health Center here ini(ia(ed the
Birth Control Educational Clinic. The
clinic is held in two sessions; the first
explaining the reproductive cycle,
venereal disease and birth control pills
and devices
During the second session, coeds are
given a complete physical and
prescriptions for the pill. The physical
examination includes blood pressure
tests, breast exam, pelvic exam.
. gonorrhea culture tests, tricomonas and
yeasl tests and a weight check. The
s(uden( is asked to return for a check-up
every month and is advised to take
another pap test through the health
center the following year.
THE NAMES OF students
participating in the program are kept
confidential by the University health
center, and although the cos! of the
program is not defrayed by the
University's general fee. participating
coeds pay the very nominal fee of $7 for

the program.
Perhaps providing the service for a
small fee would be a viable solution (o
Bowling Green's reluctance to dispense
the pill as a matter of course.
At any rate, any doctor can assume
that a student who asks for the pill has
something in mind. Refusing the request
can only serve to invite individual
disasters. At Ohio University two
students gave birth to unwanted children
last yearjn dormitories. One baby died.
The other mother tried to kill her child
by throwing it in a lavatory wastebasket
In lieu of those incidents, this University
is more than happy to dispense the pill.
It could happen at Bowling Green too.
And how would Dr. James Olms defend
his sacrosanct policies then?
P.J. Bednarski
Assoc. Contributing Ed
The Post
Ohio University
Athens, Ohio

canine consideration
To the University maintenance man
who was driving the blue maintenance
van. license number S17580. south on
Thurstin in front of Thurstin Manor
about2:55 p.m. Monday, November 15th:
1 would like to commend you on your
highly humanistic act-that of running
over a dog and then continuing merrily
on your way. It was really a unique
experience to watch the poor canine roll
under the van. bounce off a wheel, and
struggle to avoid further pain and injury.
However, I do hope I'm not around if a
small child would happen to run into your
pathway-that might tend to upset me a
bit.

was all right.
You're a real nice guy. I hope the
owner of the dog you ran over realizes
the circumstances involved and doesn't
write you off as an inconsiderate,
unconcerned soul (for lack of a better
term).
Peg Brown
1015OffenbauerB

so they say

1 DO REALIZE that while traveling at State Sen. John E. Tapscott,
the high rate of approximately 10 miles campaigning for the Iowa Democratic
per hour, If you would have slowed down gubernatorial nomination:
when the dog ran into your pathway ycu
may have thrown yourself through the
"I'M ■ favor of legaltthtf marijeaaa
windshield. And after all, it was only a
dog. I also realize that you must have I think the tune and meaey we speed
been in some terrific hurry to an caashM aewa pet eeers fat i
Important meeting; otherwise, I'm sure
you would have stopped to see if the dog
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Ko/e: combining Matthew with magic
Recent disasters signal
Christ's second coming

Advertising technique:
illusionist or preacher?

By Gale Bogle
Entertainment

ByCladySmpis
Editorial Editor

I am in no way doubting the suspect the performance will
religious sincerity of Kole but be somewhat religious in
I do think his method of nature.
H you have set loot on stuffing Christ down the
campus lor even a minute in audience's throat, after they
IN AN interview with Kole
the past 10 days, you couldn't paid their $2 is not only false after the performance, he said
help but see one of the many advertising, but is also a poor his act would not have any
posters advertising the way ol expressing his witness meaning for him if Christ was
"world reknowned" illusionist to Christ.
not included in his show. But
Andre Kole who performed on
does this mean he has to cheat
campus Tuesday night.
the audience" Why couldn't
The extensive advertising
the portions of his program
campaign conducted by
that included speaking about
Campus Crusade lor Christ
Christ be incorporated clearly
International.
which
After the intermission. Kole in the advertisements?
sponsored Hole's appearance, told the audience the sudden
The majority of the
said the illusionist would increase in the number of audience appeared to be
illustrate a "spine-tingling" famines, earthquakes and members of the Campus
seance, among other wars in the world in this Crusade
for
Christ
supernatural lantasies and generation was a sign that organization and even they
kindred psychic phenomena
Jesus would be returning to may have not gotten their
Although the adver- earth as prophesized in the money's worth since Kole only
tisements were a slighl Bible
spent about a half hour on the
Whether or not Kole's prophecies of Christ's return
exaggeration of what Kole
actually did. there is no interpretations of the world But then again, it all depends
question that the man is a situation are true or not. the on how much you think
fact remains that the audience entertainment and sermons
lirst-rate magician.
paid $2 to see an illusionist are worth
His performance included perform and not to hear a
such "miracles" as using sermon Just because Campus
The fact remains that Andre
extra-sensory perception to Crusade for Christ sponsored
"feel" the objects in the hands Kole and conducted the Kole came to this campus two
ol audience volunteers, advertising campaign, does years ago and charged $ 1 for a
converting a burning rope into not mean one can merely similiar performance. This
year he charged $2 for a
a metal baton and the old
sermon and a first-rate magic
standby-sawing his wile in
show If he comes again, who
two. i Which was. by the way.
knows what the price will be.
better than anything I've seen
But if Kole does return to
on The Johnny Carson Show so
Paul D. Shepherd,
this campus. Campus Crusade
tar).
manager of the
should think twice before it
Kole said he used to spend
University Bookstore,
launchs such an extensive
10 to 12 hours a day practicing
has urged that all
fraudulent
advertising
his art It was obvious he was
candidates
for
campaign
intensely involved in his work
December graduation
They should also consider
and has put a great deal of
place their orders for
the welfare of their members
time into perfecting his
cap
and
gown
who paid $2 for a short
performances
immediately if they
sermon And how about those
But the audience received a
have not already done
who paid to see an illusionist
little added attraction in the
so.
and received biblical
program that was not
Orders are being
quotations and warnings of
mentioned in the original
taken in the Bookstore
Christ's return in the
advertisements And. for the
in the Student Services
package?
price of $2 a head, added
Bldg.
Kole would be much better
attractions could have been a
off if he adhered to either
Graduation announcewelcomed sign.
preaching or illusions And if
ments are now available
he absolutely leels the two go
at the Bookstore at 20
HALF WAY through the
together, then his advercents
each.
program. Kole announced the
tisements should say so.
remainder ol the show would
deal with conversation about
Jesus of Nazareth He told the
audience they were Iree to
leave during the intermission.
SANTIAGO, Chile (API- political control of Chile's
Riot police using tear gas dis- leftist government, which
persed 100 students yesterday includes Communists and
who had assembled in front of Socialists.
the presidential palace to proTHE ANTI - MARXISTS,
test the takeover of the
A recount of ballots cast in University of Chile's head- who include the university
the Nov. 2 election in the quarters building by leftist rector, Edgardo Boeninger.
want a campus plegiscite held
fourth ward race for city students.
In recent weeks groups of to determind the true leelings
council will be held at the
Wood County Board ol Marxist and anti-Marxist ol the 60,000-member student
Elections office at 1 p.m. students have clashed body on the matter of
repeatedly over the future of structural changes proposed
today.
Alton C. Smith requested the university. Previously, it by the governing board.
the recount following a three- was the anti-Marxist factions
vote defeat in his bid to who have occupied various
represent the fourth ward. I'e campus buildings.
They claim that the Marxist
was deleated by Dr. Thomas
Anderson, associate professor majority on the university's
of geography, by a count of 664 governing board wants to
bring the institution under
to 661

Opinion

Dec. grads

Chilean students clash

City to hold
vote recount

N™i»l«»bTl»..M.oU
Andro Kole

Eco costs rebutted
HOUSTON tAPI-President
Nixon's top environment
adviser, diverging Irom the
views ol Commerce Secretary
Maurice Stans. said yesterday
the nation would gain a net
profit from environmental
cleanup despite the costs.
Russell E. Train, chairman
ol the President's Council of
Environmental
Quality,
described as nonsense the
views of "those who see
environmental policies as a
threat to economic growth
and to jobs "
He made no mention of
Stans, but Train's rebuttal to
the unidentified "those who"
came close on the heels of a
speech made in Houston last
Oct 26 by Stans. who
suggested that efforts against
industrial pollution were
being pressed too fast and loo
hard.
STANS SPOKE at a
conference of the Financial
Executive Institute; Train's
remarks were to another
businessmen's group, the
National Solt Drink
Association.
Stans cautioned against
what he called ecological
hysteria and said the nation

must say to itself: "Wait a
minute, here what are our
priorities .... can we really
get there from here ... how
do the benefits compare with
the costs?"

Issue 7?'
correction
Issue 71," the WBGU-FM
talk show, will be aired
tonight at seven o'clock.
The program, which this
week concerns a black
response to white power
advocate Raymond Russell
Veh. was incorrectly listed lor
Wednesday evening in
yesterday's News
Veh appeared on the
program two weeks ago. This
week, three black students
will discuss black problems
and black progress in an effort
"to clear up some of the
charges made by Veh,"
according to panel member
Kedron Legree.
Veh's appearance was part
ol a sequence of programs
begun last year designed to
demonstrate the nature and
origin of extremist views,
according to station manager
Terry Gottschalk

have been exposed indicated
that willful communication
with the dead is not possible

Lights dimmed, there was a
puff of smoke and through the
curtains, illusionist Andre
Kole appeared.
"I'm here to discuss the
fantasy and reality of the
supernatural world from the
point of view of the
Illusionist." he said Tuesday
night during his performance
in the Grand Ballroom.
Kole said he divided his
performance into three
sections with a demonstration
of the fourth dimension, which
involved his illusions and
magic tricks
and a
discussion of communication
with the dead
The third part of the
program was an examination
"of the miracles of Christ
from the point of view of an
illusionist" and Kole said
anyone who was not interested
in that part of the program
could leave.

THE KOLE program was
sponsored by Campus Crusade
for Christ Kole said he
thought the audience might
think it was unusual for this
type of organization to
sponsor an illusionist.
He said he started
practicing magic at the age of
seven and by the time he was
25. he was successful both as
an
entertainer
and
businessman
There was something
lacking in his life which
became a serious problem
after two of his equally
successful friends committed
suicide, he said
According to Kole. there are
more and more people asking
what the future holds or if
there even is a future He said
he was challenged as a
magician and sceptic to find
out about Jesus.
There are 27 signs of the
•AN ILLUSIONIST is one return of Christ to earth in the
who creates an artistic effect Book of Matthew, according
to give the impression of to Kole.
reality." he said
According to Kole. many
people fraudulently claiming
to have supernatural powers
play to campuses. However,
he said he did not claim to
have any such powers himself.
Prediction services, such as
those provided by Jean Dixon.
are really nothing more than
educated guesses which are
frequently wrong, he said.
"If she's (Ms. Dixon I
demon-possessed then she's
possessed by a dumb bunch of
demons," he said.
Kole added that the amount
of evidence which has been
gathered and the number of
fraudulent mediums which

HE SAID there has been a
great increase in the number
of killer earthquakes in this
century, especially since 1868;
famines are killing 12.000
people a day; and wars have
increased in number and
intensity, as 16 wars are
currently going on in the
world.
The great increase in the
use of drugs, the rise in power
of
China
and
the
establishment of the nation of
Israel are also signs of
Christ's return, he said
Kole said he thought it was
very significant that all these
signs are converging on one
point, because Jesus said
when they all came together,
that would be the time he
would return
All the catastrophic events
which man has brought on
himself would be depressing if
they did not fulfill Jesus'
description of how he would
return, according to Kole.
"We're on the verge of the
greatesl revolution in history,
a revolution of love united
under God." Kole said

fact line 372-2445

DOMINOS
352-5221

ALPHA TAU OMEGA,
THANKS FOR THE
FANTASTIC TEA.
You really showed
you've got soul!

OMOGENIZED

MtV STOP
ALPHA CHI

ANOTHER LARGE SHIPMENT
OF

POllUT/ON!
hut JJJ on
returnable

glass
bottles!

MILK 2/89c

GLASS '/> OAL.

PLASTIC

'/, GAL

......... 52(
99

PLASTIC
GAL...

M0VUMU
HATUM
HAVOR!

Save 30C pr. on
May Queen
Parity Hose
during our
Save Some
Money Sale.

PUMPKIN
ICE CREAM

mmi
A Q

QUAHT SAVMOc **f ^J

MtOZIN

ENGLISH TOFFEE

BARS &S&7AC

SffiB

POTATO CHIPS

13 OS. PICO. AA[

SAVllO< CO

Sheer Stretch &
All Sheer Parity Hose
Reg. $1.39-Now $1.09
Other styles also available

UINNKKQHKI.I.

BOLOGNA
7Q
1 IB. PKO. SAV110< I V
PRICES ON SALE ITEMS EFFECTIVE

Nov. 18 thru Nov. 20
We reserve the right
to limit quantities

Your Coat & Dnss Plact"

Jamoui'Jor
freshness'
Downtown Bowling Groan

BEHIND BURGER CHEF

Po*. 4 Th. to N.w., ThvtWay, NtvwnkM It, 1971
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Coupon profit sought
„ Although Food Service
n officials think they may have
. a deficit at the end of their
first quarter under the new
coupon system, some students
are apparently attempting to

make a profit out of the
, controversial meal setup.
Jerrold Clark, associate
director of Food Services.

said he was approached last
week by a student who wanted
"inside information" about
the proposal presented to the
Food Service Evaluation
Committee to give students
credit next quarter for
coupons not used during the
fall term
Clark said the student told

■

____

y ■

I

him if the proposal is
approved he plans to buy
coupon books at f 10 or $20 this
quarter and resell them at $30
a piece next quarter.

Fred Johnson, sophomore
(AfcS) and a member of the
committee, urged students
not to Mil coupon books for
less than $20.
If the University approved
HE SAID the student the credit plan, he said a
commented that somebody student
could
quite
was going to "make money off conceivably buy a book this
this. It might as well be me." quarter for $10 or $15, then be
credited by the University
next quarter for $25, thus
making almost 100 per cent
profit.
Mike Sprague, student vice
president of rules and
regulations, said yesterday no
action could be taken against
speculators.
He said he didn't know what
could be done about a
transaction if a student bought
coupons from another student
at a price agreeable to both of
them at the time.
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Computer
shared by
campuses
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On* of the oldest symbols of the independence of America lies
diimally forgotten in an old trash collection bin behind the
grainary. What hath man wrought?

Thailand's democracy
dissolved by premier
BANGKOK (API-Thailand's brief experiment with
limited democracy ended
yeslerday as Premier Thanom
Kitliknchern dissolved Parliament suspended the conrittntton and assumed absolute power
Paratrooper* moved into
Bangkok to buttress regular
police patrols, and tanks
encircled the Parliament
building But despite imposition ol martial law and police

strongly anti-Communist and
pro-American during the Indochina war. There was no
indication Thanom's assumption ol absolute power would
endanger the status of U.S. air
bases in Thailand
An announcement from
Revolutionary Council headquarters said internal
domestic strife and a
THE COUNCIL pledged to threatening international
continue Thailands's foreign situation had made the coup
policy, which has been necessary.
The announcement, broadcast over national radio, said
the internal troubles included
SPECIALS
obstruction by Parliament,
AVAILABLE
insurrection in the north,
THKU
student unrest, strikes and
NOV 11, 1S71
terrorism.
Constitutional procedures, it
added, would have been too
late.

checkpoints in the streets, the
capital appeared calm.
Regular announcements on
Radio Thailand, interspersed
with patriotic songs, said
Thanom would head a
Revolutionary Council with
power to decide all civil and
military matters. The Cabinet
was disbanded.

mm
DISCOUNT
DRUG STORES

DISCOUNT PRICES
EVERYDAY

Among other suggests for improvements in the city, the capital improvements
program calls for the elimination of "jog" intersections such as this one at Court
and Main Streets.

Plan lists city projects

hi a great deal
for dinner.

THE NEW GRAY WAY...

• 60 MINUII
■ S1ANDARO SIZE

Traffic
maze

Although their campuses
are 25 and 35 miles away,
Findlay and Heidelberg
Colleges are making use of the
University's new computer,
installed in September.
The cooperative effort was
started when Rowling Green
extended an offer to area
colleges and universities to
use the University's computer
facilities.
By Harold Brown
"Our new Model 75 is not
being used to full capacity, so
Asst. Managing Editor
we thought we might get some
A Capital Improvements
idea of how the Regional
Program, designed to
Computer Center will work
assemble project requests and
when that project becomes a
determine project priority
reality.'' said Robert Duquet.
through 1976, calls for
coordinator of computer
activities at BGSU.
expenditures of $13,967,090 for
The proposed Center, to be
general and utility improveoperated jointly by Bowling
ments in Bowling Green
Green and the University of
The program is outlined in a
Toledo, will probably be
preliminary report completed
located at Levis Park in
by planning consultants.
Perrysburg.
Duquet said that computers Samborn, Steketee. Otis and
Evans of Toledo, to update the
on the Findlay and Heidelberg
campuses are being used to , city's Master Plan.
The report considered many
send instructions through
of the proposed projects as
telephone lines to Bowling
long-termin nature and thus,
Green's unit. It performs the
the timetable is spread over a
required work and then
five-year period.
returns it to the original
"The Capital Improvements
computer.
Program is an administrative
The service is free, with the
device. When updated
only cost to Findlay
annually it allows Bowling
Heidelberg being the use of
Green to organize capital
the telephone lines.

The Big Meal.

STADIUM PLAZA
352-7248

CASSETTE
RECORDING TAPE

PHRMpMVa by MKhoal Faidinan

needs for successive five-year
terms," according to the
report.
ANNUAL REVIEW of
capital improvements is
needed to form a long-range
view of capital needs and integrate the needs into the city's
yearly financial program, the
report said
City capital improvements
are financed by eight and onethird per cent city income tax,
city general funds allocated
by city council, notes and
bonds, loans and grants from
the city utilities commission
and the state and federal
governments.
Utilities commission
improvements are financed
through revenue and surplus
sources, mortgage revenue
bonds andnotes. special assesments. inter-departmental
loans, and state and federal
grants and loans.
General fund (cityi projects
totaling $6,068,830 include purchases of equipment, street
construction and repair and
sewer construction.
Utilities
commission
projects include sewer, water
and electrical improvements
of $7,898,260

MGMS

I FABULOUS I

F©URi

JERGENS
LOTION
> Piolecls ,ii|.nnsi chapping.
• 9 OUNCE

THIS WEEK:
NOV. 17-NOV. 23
IBoioffica optns 7:15
Evenings it 8.00
Sat & Sun it 4:30, 8:10 |

REVLON Professional
HAIR SPRAY

i WINNER OF 6
ACADEMY AWARDS!

USTERINE
ANTISEPTIC

DOCTOR
ZHilAGO

TOTAL COST of sewer fighting equipment
A beautification program
improvements is $7.2 million;
this represents 72 per cent of for the central business
the total capital improve- district involving merchant
ments program over the 1972- participation is also included
in the capital improvements
1976 period.
Priority is given to storm program.
"Careful analyzation is
sewer improvements in the
report because of problems needed to make sure the
encountered when heavy rains important projects are taken
overload the sewer system care of first." the report said
The report recommended
and cause back-ups.
The present sanitary and that the capital improvements
storm sewers merge" at 'program follow this plan of
various points throughout the study.
-Project requests should be
city. When heavy rains hit the
city, the treatment plant completed for each project
cannot sufficiently handle the and an order of priority should
be assigned on a scale of one
load, according to the report.
to ten, with one representing
Street
improvements the highest priority Projects
included in tile report are that cannot be recommended
resurfacing, upgrading side- or funded should be given a
walks and curbs and eliminat- "reserve" tag.
ing "jog" intersections, such
-ALL PLANS should be subas Court Street at Main Street
mitted to a centrally disigand Poe Road at Main Street.
"New city hall and deten- nated authority for evaluation
tion facilities are needed, to estimate costs and deterespecially since the jail has mine ways to finance the
been judged unsanitary." the plans
-Evaluate and analyze proreport said.
The Wood County Health posals with administration to
Department last summer define their impact on the
declared the city jail community's basic develop"inhumane" and ordered the ment plans
-Constraint should be
city to make either the needed
improvements or move the placed on capital improvements expenditures to assure
prisoners to the county jail.
that the money is being spent
THE REPORT also urged wisely. State and federal as
constructing two new fire well as private funding should
stations, one on the east side not be overlooked.
"A sound capital improveof the Penn Central railroad
tracks and one on the west ments program can impleside of the Baltimore and Ohio ment the far-reaching
railroad tracks, and pur- changes needed in Bowling
Green," the report concluded
chasing additional fire

Weekend Special
BUY NOW AND SAVE
KNIT SKIRTS-pdyostor & acrylic
NOVELTY SWEATERS
TAM & MITTEN SET

1/3 off
1/3 off
$4.50

(ten. $6.00)

SELECTED SLEEPWEAR
SUEDE PURSES

CLAIROL PSSSSSST
INSTANT SHAMPOO
• Pfqtil.ii Ol fill!* Oily

• 7 OUNCE AEROSOl

BUDGET-WATCHER BARGAIN WALL
MARK-DOWNS FROM

SCHICK
INJECTOR BLADES

30% TO 75%

• Plus Platinum
, PACK OF 1

SWEATERS, SKIRTS, SLACKS,
VESTS, DRESSES

65"

tttwiTHUsADoeomiKir

IAVI

•in HOIJ

DRISTAN
TABLETS
i Iteliet of colds. h*y lever
and sinus congestion

VICKS
VAP0 RUI

• Amend s tavontt
•ff~N. cold* m«dic«lion

Grab the Big Meal at McDonald's.
And you'll have yourself a Big Mac,
a very large order of fries, and a
great big drink.
All of which should make your
stomach very happy.
Not to mention your wallet.

Get up and get away to McDonalds
fora Big Meal.
RIGHTS RESERVED TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

1/3 off
1/2 off

1.00 THURSDAY IS
BGSU STUDENT NITE
Al

IMHI.

wrtk ID , $1

CLEARANCE OF
SUEDE ITEMS

NYLON
PANTY HOSE

FRINGED VESTS

Reg 3.00.2.50. 2.00

<™,s3oi

$g.98

_***tck**to*tMtmktm

FRIMEO SKIRTS

®3U33a

t«* sin $5.98

T.«. Boston", "Kotch"
'See No Evil"
"Going Horn*"

—

1.79-2.00

SIZtSANOONt

StZl FITS All

MISC. UNLISTED ITEMS

The Powder Puff
525 RID6E ST.

(ACROSS FROM
MCDONALD VAST)

Th. tG N.w,, Thur«*o>, N—fcW It, 1*71/Pat«S

Agnew aide calls error
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif.
(AP)-A day after Vice President Spiro T Agnew said
many letters have been
written asking him to resign,
his press aide denied it.
In an address Tuesday.
Agnew had referred to "the
tremendous number of letters
that have been written in an
effort to persuade me to relinquish the vice presidency or
persuade the President to
have me relinquish it."
Yesterday, his aide. Vic
Gold, said Agnew had not
meant "letters" were being
written. The word should have
been "columns." written by
political columnists. Gold
said lie said Agnew simply
was referring to columnists'
criticism of him. but in no way
meant to imply there was a
letter-writing campaign to
oust him.
"We haven't seen any evidence of any letter-writing
campaign against the vice
president." Gold said
HE SAID AGNEW didn't
remember
mentioning
"letters" in his talk "but if
that's what he said, it was a
slip of the tongue."
Agnew had brought up the
matter in a departure from
his prepared speech, saying he
was "quite amused at statements that come from the
pundits on the tube and in the
newspaper

The reverse is true, he said,
"when one considers the tremendous number of letters
that have been written in an
effort to persuade me to relinquish the vice presidency or
persuade the President to
have me relinquish it."
This, Agnew said yesterday,
is evidence that the intimidation actually comes from
"certain pundits of one point
of view towards me in an
effort to eliminate me as a
spokesman for the people I
represent in this country."
AGNEW SPOKE to 500
persons at a luncheon sponsored by the International
Foodservice Manufacturers
Association.
He also said four leading
Democrats had committed
"rhetorical excesses" that
concerned him because of the
possible effect "on the very
institutions thai form the
basis of our free society
Agnew identified the four as
Sens. Hubert H. Humphrey of
Minnesota, George S.
McGovern of South Dakota.
Edward M. Kennedy of
Massachusetts and Edmund S
Muskie of Maine
He said Humphrey
reached for now extremes in
the verbal denigration of an
administration-in-office" by
calling it a "chiseling outfit"
during an attack on its federal
school lunch program

BOWLING
GREEN
MEMORIAL HALL
ANDERSON ARENA
B.G.S.U.
SATURDAY
*%f\
NOVEMBER
*■**
Shows it 2 and 8 P.M.
Sponsored By:
Charities Board
Student Body Org

B.G.S.U.
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LOOT
Off

The Junto Club gives
members of the University
community an opportunity to
meet with townspeople and
discuss topics of current
interest.
"We have, primarily,
people who seem to be
interested in exchanging
ideas." said Dr.KarlRahdert.
president of Junto and
professor in management
Junto Clubs were originally
organized by Benjamin
Franklin to promote
educational ideas during the
Revolutionary War.

;
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b»°u'y of autumn Uov«» can b* preserved forever by
spray-painting their images onto paper Sharon Rogers,
sophomore (Ed.), admires the art work of her young charge
from the Maumee Valley Youth Camp.

Kids to attend circus
Two inner city Toledo
elementary classes will be
going to the circus this
Saturday in Memorial Hall,
thanks to the efforts of two
members of the University
Project Interaction group.

Mary Salchow, senior
i Ed i, and Elaine Salamon.
senior iKd I, will be escorting
the classes to the Hanneford
Circus Saturday at 2 p m The
coeds are planning the project
in conjunction with their
visiting primary and education methods course.
As part of their methods
secondary
schools,
universities and ministries of course, the students spend one
week on campus and one week
education
in the classroom, similar to
His talk will center on the student teaching
problems and prospects of
MS. SALCHOW'S first
current educational policies
The lecture, which is being grade class at Fulton
sponsored by the Faculty Elementary School will attend
Seminar of the department of the circus courtesy of Alpha
German and Russian, will be Delta Pi. and Ms Salamon's
in the Alumni Room. Union at second grade class, also from
3:30p.m It is free and open lo Fulton, through Alpha Chi
Omega Each sorority has
the public. .

East Europe talk today
John G. Eriksen. Dean of
the College of Arts and
Sciences, will speak this
afternoon on "Education in
Communist Eastern Europe
Today."
In the last 10 years. Dean
Eriksen has made eight trips
to Eastern Europe and the
Soviet Union On his latest
trip, he participated in a
seminar designed to study the
educational systems in
Hungary. Romania. Poland
and the USSR.
Dean Eriksen had an
opportunity lo study both
theory and practice while

Club offers idea trade

£

a slip of the tongue'

purchased tickets for the
students..
The Presbyterian church
and UCF are providing free
transportation for the
students and chaperones. who
will be the class teachers, a
few sorority women and a
number of students from the
Eastwood school system.

The Sterile Cuckoo
Friday and Saturday,
Nov. 19 & 20 at
6:30 & 9:00 P.M.
210 MATH SCIENCE
Tickets at $1.00 are
available at Union

BICYCLE
STORAGE
THIS WINTER CAN YOU STORE YOUR BIKE IN
THE DORM?

DO YOU PLAN TO LEAVE IT OUT IN THE COLD?

WE CAN OFFER YOU AN AL TERN A TIVE!

WORLDS
i

ARENA
WHOLE HERD OF
PERFORMING ELEPHANTS
$3.00
ADULTS
CHILDREN «,«
No Extra Chire.es-1 Ticket
ADMITS TO EVERYTHING!
Tickets •■ Sab Now
R«. No 405
Stadtnt Sar. BM|.

For the first time winter bicycle storage is being offered to Bowling Green students.
Bicycles will be picked up directly behind Moseley
Hall November 21, 22. 23 from 12:00 noon till 6:00
p.m. Your advance payment of $12.50 will insure a
safe dry place for your wheels this winter. Spring delivery will be determined by the weather, sometime
following spring break.
BEHIND
MOSELEY HALL

PRESIDENT t.'ollis A.
Moore Jr.. Dr. James Bond,
vice president for student
affairs and Dr. Kenneth
McFall. vice president and
secretary lo the Board of
Trustees are members of
Junto
"Junto gives the town and
gown sides an opportunity to
get better acquainted." Jones
said

Ti red of peanut btctteh and jellu.andu.
toant
>ant aqood sandcoicK -for aoha*^:

UAO CAMPUS MOVIE:

muious i

GRFATESI
CIRCUS
TALENT

ORGANIZED IN the winter
of 1932 33. the Junto Club
consists of 11 men from the
University.
both
administrators and faculty,
and 11 men. both professional
and business people, from the
city.
Membership is by club
nomination and election
Once a month, the men
meet in a member's home Al
the meetings one of the
members reads a paper he has
written and theri the group
holds a discussion on the topic
of the paper
"The topics are on almost
any subject the person can dig

up." said Paul Jones, editor of
the Sentinel-Tribune, the
city's daily newspaper, and
member of the group.
He said although the group
brings men from the
University and city together,
they rarely mention anything
about
town-gown
relationships.

Ms. Salchow said about 62
inner city children will be
going to the circus.
"The students are very
excited," she said. "We have
been talking about the circus,
drawing pictures of clowns,
and the students have each
started a scrap book called
My Circus Book."

HAVE YOU FIGURED OUT AN EASY WAY TO
GET IT HOME?

World Famous
RIDING
HANNEF0RDS!

Now Junto Club's purpose is
to get men together to talk lo
each other and try to bridge
any gaps that exist between
them, according to Rev

Curtis Gast. pastor of Peace
Lutheran Church and
secretary of the group

12:00-6:00 P.M.

NOV. 21, 22
AND 23

•BICYCLE MAINTENANCE WILL BE OFFERED AT A SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT

(jjrap uoupnvxx-fch around, a
Sub. '

»•*. 6/Tha »G Nam, Thuraetay, November U, 1971

Budget battle continues

Ohio GOP faces tax rebellion
COLUMBUS
(AP)-The
Republican leadership In both
houses faced a growing rebellion in their ranks yesterday
as they prepared to name a
new joint conference
committee to work on a
budget-tax compromise.
There have been veiled
threats from anti-income tax
Republicans that if the two
majority leaders did not
oppose an income tax.
attempts would be made to
replace them
Rep Richard (i Heichel
lR-92 Massilloni leads the
movement in the Douse. I.'e
has already told l.'ouse
Speaker Charles F Kurfess
(R-4 Perrysburg) to either
lead the Republicans away
from the tax or step down

In the Senate, anti-income
tax forces were being led by
Sen Robin T Turner (R-14
Marion) l!e suggested Gray,
already an income tax foe,
continue in that direction
"IT'S TIME that Gray
appointed individuals to a conference committee that represent the majority of the
Republican
party,"
said
Turner.
"The rank and file Republicans." he added, "want no
part of an income tax, and it is
way past time that we get this
point home to both of our
leaders in the legislature."
The impasse over a budgettax bill entered its ninth
month with the main issue-a
personal income lax versus a
sales tax-still unresolved

WED., DEC. 1, 1971
8:00 P.M. TOLEDO SPORTS ARENA
VV770 RADIO PRESENTS

Both houses agreed yesterday to name a third conference committee. It will be
composed of six members,
four Republicans and two
Democrats.

the Senate Saturday, indicated
he wanted to serve again.

don't think we have a chance
of reaching any agreement,"
taid Maloney, the GOP floor
leader

BUT MALONEY said he
would insist that conferees
agree beforehand to abide
•I'm not going to be
with what they work out and dragged through this thing
The minority leaders of both not permit interference from again in that fashion."
houses. Sen. Anthony Cala- Gov. John Gllligan.
In intervening, Gilligan conbrese (D-22 Cleveland) and
Maloney'f bill, calling for tended the measure would
Rep. AC. Lancione (D-30 both a personal and cor- 'have benefited industry at the
Bellaire), members of both poration
Income
tax, expense of middle-income taxprevious committees, were appeared headed for passage payers
expected to name themselves in the Senate when Gilligan
to the third panel
THE GOVERNOR prefers
withdrew his endorsement
just before the measure was the Taft-Flannery rewrite of
Sen. Michael Maloney 'if 7 scheduled for a floor vote.
his own administration's "last
Cincinnati', who co-authored a
chance" offer The authors
"If he's going to try and pull
tax bill that was rejected by the rug out from us again, I
were Sen William Taft (R-Sl
Cleveland) and Rep. Jamei
Flannery (D-48 Cleveland).
All recent proposals include
the personal and corporation
income taxes, but the TaftFlannery measure differs in
that it would put a severance
tax on natural resources taken
Students at the University respectively.
from the ground.
come from nearly every state
Kighly-three of Ohio's 88
in the Union and nearly every counties are represented at
county in Ohio, according to a the University. Only Adams,
breakdown of the school's Monroe. Noble and Pike
counties do not have BGSU
enrollment of 16,874.
Out-of-state
students, students
Copr 71 Ccn'l PoiumCorp
The greatest proportion of
numbering 1,364. represent all
of the 50 states and the in-state
students has
District of Columbia, with the traditionally
ACROSS
46 North Carolina
come
from
1 Side poll of a
Senator.
exception of Alaska. Hawaii. Cuyahoga County.
Records
doorway.
48 Star of early
Idaho, Nevada and North show that Cuyahoga ranked
5 Jet.
film.: Fall nuae.
tops again this year with 2,366 10 Rafoul.
Dakota
S3 He wrote "Juno
14 Building beam.
and the PayNew York, at 353, accounts students at the University.
rock:" Fall
Wood County has the second 15 "Cay" capital.
for the largest population of
16 Part of a comet.
name.
n on- Ohio
students.
largest number with 1,538
17
fide.
SS Moved Healthily.
Pennsylvania and New Jersey Lucas County ranks third with 18 U.S. President.
56 Specially
20 Waterway In
prepared.
follow' with 219 and 197, 1,1081 Iniversity students

University's population
represents 45 states
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The slow-moving river swallows the sun at day's and, savors
its brilliance (or a few minutes and then drifts slowly along in
the darkness of the night.
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Adventure

from Xerox Films

Added Attraction JAKE JONES Group All SEATS RE
SERVED $6.00 $5.00 $4 00. TICKETS ON SALE NOW"
Adams & Needle Shop and University Shop In Toledo at
Central Travel Agency Sears Weslland Mall HURRY FOR
CHOICE SEATS 6UY EARIY

Thursday Night is

La«WJsW
An untoicjeitabl. children's
•JBL.
adventure In coler Live
aa.iun.nj_

MATINEE ONLY at 2:00

Sundn\

IK .SI & BGHS Nile

Alia: Cartoon Carnival

opening til 3 p.m.

I I) WIT Includes
All Area Students SI 00

ADULTS - $1.00

|Sat., Nov. 20 - Sun., Nov. 21

STAMVN

Cinema Ul

I

Egypt: 2 words.
22 Confess frankly:
Colloq: 2 words.
23 Annoys.
26 Very soft
mineral.
25 North wind.
28 Too snail-like.
32 Harsh and sharp.
33 Kind..
34 Compass point.
35 Monocle.
36 Finnish islands.
37 Gaelic.
38
Paulo.
39 Roofing
material.
40 Gathered
together.

57 River of the
Argonne.
S8 Large bulrush.
59 Historic limes.
60 Gentle.
61 Appear.
^^
DOWN
1 Sails.
2 Leigh Ham hero.
3 Shaggy thatch.
4 Old-time heating
devicea.
5 Pronounce..
6 Aches.
7 Major or Minor.
8 Spool.
9 Big
10 Shows

2

1

4

3
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n
to

24
25
26
27
21
29
30
31
33
36
3"
39
60
42
43
45
46

67

Colloq.
Cultivate.
l.iahl wood.
Atlantic _
Site of annual
rodeo: 2 words.
Speak
pompously.
Flat part of a
(oilier.
Beginning.
Dandelions,
daisies, etc.
Blurt oat.
Winglike straelares: Zool.
Partial payments
or pledges.
Girl with notebook: Colloq.
Overthrow.
Reckons.
Made sounds
like a donkey.
One of the
Fords.
Gallic
tint
name.
End of the line.

21

1

„ gtSS', ,
11 Public official.:
2 worda.
,j Rl*itM Wrd.

*• Container.
49 Peak near
Olympas.
M s,lfk.

44 Rigid version of
the foil.

13 Distort In
„.]|j,„.

SI Vex: Colloq.
s> The asm*.

45 Show
satisfaction.

19 Miser's pride.
21 Complain:

54 Track driver's
compartment.
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axanwwiiT omen win AND WIT costrotrrAau
COUCPT m uaruav anniMemm
NOW - EVE. 7:10, 9:30 SAT.. SUN. - 2:20, 4:30. 7:10. 9:30
"THE 6EST FAVOR I CAN
DO IS URGE YOU TO
EXPERIENCE IT YOURSELF!"
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Universtl) Karate Club .Forum. Student Semces Bldg 7
I 0|M-II lopuhlu
Kullrreiies I'ulury 206.115 Kd Bldg tpm PobZephier
aasmket 'Mudent at H tl 1 Tuple
l.tdian late Tod.i\
OpCi lOpaMk

PATCHES

BRACELETS SUMGI.PSSES
ou

1 In Matt liniak.-i .1 labulous lun Idled larce. Not II M
» pin Mam \ud Dinner llckel"* ,iU,. available lor Sal
Not |0 Inquire.il box oldce
Dean's tdvstvr) Ctsnril 1st Ikter Paves Pall. Ill Pave
an) tniH". ctamioDeaa , \dMs..rvCoumil(iripeTable

"LOWESTPRICES IN TOWN

Project Concern lir.' Music Bldg 7 pm Tryouts lor the
111u-11.1l
V Funny Thing Pappened on the Was to the
Forum
Tryoulsopen loewrvonc

fe*

».,, JOM LAUGHLIN • DELORES TAYLOR

nOraTOX0rr,.»"Ba'iS-.|HEh=25S2)
NEXT ATTRACT/ON - STARTS WED , NOV. 24
Wilt Disney's
bvirtn Oeaert" a "Vanishmo Piaara"
M.l.naes - 2 P.M. Tharsday - Tkaaksgiviag Day!

Box otlicB opens 6:30
Cinoons at 7:00
la-Car Htatars AvilaMt
Italian el)

t'hnslian Scieni e Organi/alion 6 pm Proul Chapel
ItCSI Kencing Club South Gym Women s Bldg 7 00
Prai tit c Beginners welimne
sailingciiih WOvtrntaa? 30pm

NOW EVE. 7, 9 30 SAT A SUN. 2, 4:40, 7, 9:30

FRIDAY. SATURDAY. SUNDAY ONLY
or 7.00

Soft bodies for hard cash..
White skin on a Black Market...
The Dirty Dolls of Devil's Island
They were the
1*1 «»•

Campus Crusade tor Christ Faculty Lounge Cnion 7 pu,

372 1961

Yellow gold Rulova wnsl
•atch REWARD Of II call
372-5971

"•'Off

Poor White Trash!
Slay clear or this town got

Women s Btvrealion \SS,K Inlereollegiale \ollcvball
6 30pm North Ciyin Women s Bldg

LOST

WOMEN IN CAGES

WDes

K

ways of leaching you a lesson... *n>

in

GIRL ON A CHAIN GANG
at 1045
Bonus Feature

Bide

needed

to

Rochester.

Ruth Gordon

FELLINI
SATYRJCON

WHERE'S PAPPA?

(i

FTANAVISTON'

UnitM. AftlSlS

NfXT ATTRACTION - STARTS WED NOV. 24

JMMS

George Segal

Garmr in "SKIN GAME" - G.P.
- 2 f M Trwraity

Truraaamaa Day!

The tush* scene alone is worth
the price of admission
* tush refers to a lower part
of the make anatomy

NEEDED
ride to Boston
Thanksg.ying will
share
expenses Ltssy 353-2074
Ride needed to Boston area
Thanksgiving Margie 352-0272

,N V
Thanksgiving • leave
alter 4 pm Nov 22 Call Peg 2
3720

Ride needed ■ East Coast ■
Thanksgiving share expenses
Paltv 3723671

Need ride to Unstng Mich
Tuesday Nov 23 will pay call
Nash 372-5746

Ride needed to and Irom
western
New
\mk
Thanksgiving call Many :
3629 or 2-3691

FRIDAY, SATURDAY ONLY

Q> COLOR by Deluxe'

Mi'

Need ride to Tampa. Florida
Nov. 22-23 will share * call
352-7075
Riders Wanted
Leaving lor
Phillv Sunday 2-3230
Ride needed to N J Tues Nov
23 call 352-6934
Ride
needed to Rochester
NY from II 19 71 on Steve
2-4038

JOB OPPORTUNITIES
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
in Yellowstone and all IM
National Parts Booklet tells
where and how to apply Send
$2 Arnold Agency. 206 E
Main Reiburg Idaho «3«o
Money back guarantee

Equal
Opportunity
Employment
Full
time
secretary
Short hand
Ride needed 10 NYC area preferred
Fiscal Manager ■
Nov 19 or alter • will pay Dove must
have
bookkeeping

Knowledge
ol
budgetary
mailer & controls For inlu &
applications call 97808
Fremont S31-2M

Wed
or
Thurs
between 7-9

evening

Alpha Phi's, net high lol Hie
lea Phi Psi Pledges

Male
riMimmale
wanted
Winter and Spring Quartan
Air londilioned. turmshed
Call 352--ill

SF.RVICES OFFERED
K ill baby sit in my home
Pave relerenees ph 354 M55
lA|H'iieneed typist
I hoev
icnn paperseall SM-TM1
Want to learn Swedish''

call

Porker
PW
in 3112
Congrats on yoa know W P \T
PyB&Beet\
Nancy ■ Isn t it ama/ing what
you can tind on a car seat'
Congrats on vour pinning' Phi
lane Diane

MetM
PERSONALS
Store vour bike lor the winter
Sec page 5
W.Hidcn nickels are worth a
penny a pound at the C-Shop
Ihi.Krii-Sat
UHIK" LARGE 12 lb wash 25
cents at STADIUM PLAZA
LAl'NDROMAT
i2
dmirs
IromLums*
PAGLIA1S NEW PlII'RS 5
oniil .'Sun ihruThur- ■ until 3
! 1 ,\ Sat
Pagllai - HUM S
Main 352-7571
FRIENDS
remember
the
llower stand on the corner"
Well it is temporarily moved
into Adam's Needle Come in
and make someone happv with
Mowers 352 9143 We deliver
SPECIAL' n lb dry , leaning
•2 50 STADIl'M
PLAZA
LAl'NDROMAT
.2 doors
IromLums 1
Airline Tickets Polidav
Travel-140N Main 352*567
U-Shop Wuoden Nukel will
get you a penny a pound this
Fn a Sal
REMIND TPE ORDINARY
1 usiom engagement
rings
PPILIP
MORTON
CON
TEMPORARY
JEWELRY
112 W Wootler S53W32 open
9-5
RECORDS' Oldies1 20000 in
slock Send 35 renu (or 2.000
lisiing catalog
Mail orders
Idled Record Center. 1895 W
25th.ClevHand.Ohio Record
tapes
I'omosoual Is an Adjective riotaNoon' People interested
in talking to lute-minded
persona call 352-4792 on Tues.

Mark ' John
your happv
hostess awaits vour return
Gel high tor popcorn and
Pawanan
Punch.
J.D
Phi Psi \iii\es be prepared
lor Fndav' Pledges
Car wash, rear ol Sigma Chi.
East Fraternity Row near
Parshmen Sat Nov 20 1-4 pm

1 P roonuiiate mi-il.sl winter
call Debbie 352 77411
Single room lot male sludenl
near campus Itmne 352-73S5
2 man ell apt available 2nd
qlr 334-347:1 alter 3 pm

Need IM for apt W-Sqtra No
dow n pay men! 352-0571
Female R M needed Wntr
ytr Ridge Manor \pls 352
73IW
Girl wanted to share house
with three others
It really
dose to campus call 35379(3
11 needed 2nd and 3rd qtr $55

FOR SALE (IR RENT
Irish Seller pups AKC call 278
1253 alter 5 pm

961-7263
EM apt to sublease beginning
2nd qlr Thurstcn Manor 3536013 alter 10 pm

Garage Sale
good used
winter clothing 529 Btdge St
4 30 -1 30 next to Dairy Bar
Wed Thurs Fri

Fm rmte No depostl 165 3532721 11 hlk Irom campus

Pioneer receiver - Jenson
speakers ■ must sell 2 mon old
make oiler ph 353-0093

Need I Im rmte to sublet W&S
new (man apt: close to
campus.
$58 month, call
Cindv 372-2819 'BG Newsi or
3525451 alter 7 pm

Pungrv"
Meal tickets
reduced rates call 372-5129
For Sale
SKI PANTS navy
blue site 10. worn once, call
Peaiher2 2S40
FOR SALE one ticket each
Lion-Chiefs-I I 25
and
Bengals-Chargers. II 2S Call
Sieve 2-2973
WEDDING INVITATIONS ■
PRICES
ARK
LOW
IN
IDAI'O. 100 custom printed

only S3 95

QRBBNVIE1 1 4 2brmlurn
& unlurn Call between 2-6 pm
Mon-Sal3S21195
F 1 111.1 te needed. $55 mo
NOV. DEI
FREE
Call
Diane 3525054
1
M needed 10 sublet
Greenview Apt 3524015
Perfect apt lor 1 girl to share
wilh three others Furry or
you'll miss It 352-9106

Send lor free

catalog and samples to Arnold Cozy apt perfect for hus wile
Agency.
206
E
Main, or any two
Wint & Spr
Reiburg. Idaho 83440
$135 mo 352-5379Terry
IS Corvatr runs great body Two man room (or rent $150
good, perfect runabout asking per quarter 220 Pike Ave
$360 or best oiler must
Needed
one (emale
352-7756
roommate to share apt winter
I9M Toyota ex rond. call 372- and spring quarter l'a brock
from campus 850 a mo Carol
2271 ei 19
352-0531
For Sale
59 Chevey great
condition $100 call Barbara Need I or 2 male roommates
S52-7881
$66/mo 801 Fifth St 352-5056

The tONewt, Th»cWey, Hn IM1H la, i»7l/Tisj»7

Backs negotiation attempts

House rejects war aid cutoff
WASHINGTON
(APl-The priations bill
House rejected last night a
President Nixon announced
June 1 cutoff of all U.S. Indo- a few hours earlier in the
china war money shortly after signing a $21 3-billion weapons
President Nixon said he would authorization bill that he
ignore Congress call for a would not be bound bv its
fixed deadline on troop with- policy amendment calling for
drawal
negotiation of an end to the
Backing the Presidents war "at the earliest pracappeal to put no restrictions ticable date" in return for
on his effort for a negotiated release of American
settlement, the House voted prisoners.
238 to 134 against an amendAntiwar senators promptly
ment by Rep Edward P. challenged Nixon's action and
Boland. (D-Mass i, to halt the planned to make another
war money. The amendment effort to cut off war funds.
was on a defense approNixon strongly opposed the

Boland amendment, just as he
fought the amendment sponsored by Senate Democratic
Leader Mike Mansfield of
Montana which was tacked
on the procurement bill.
THE
MANSFIELD
amendment "is without
binding force or effect."
Nixon said, "and it does not
reflect my judgement about
the way in which the war
should be brought to a
conclusion."
"My signing of the bill that
contains this section will not
change the policies I have

pursued and that I shall
continue to pursue toward this
end"
The amendment Nixon said
he would ignore was a
weakened version of one
passed earlier by the Senate
calling for total withdrawal
within six months. After the
House rejected that language,
a compromise was passed
which "urges and requests"
Nixon to withdraw all troops
"at a date certain" subject to
release of U.S. war prisoners
and an accounting for the
missing in action.

Mansfield noted that the
Senate has passed such an
amendment, in one form or
another, four times and said
"IT MAY BE ignored but it
will be in the back of his mind
They talk about a cat having
nine lives This bill will have
more than nine lives if
necessary "
Sen Frank Church. tDIdahoi. challenged Nixon's
authority to ignore the
amendmenl He told I news
conference
"If he chooses to Ignore II,
then the Congress ahold enact
enforcement provisions with
the power o( the pursestrUtgS
which belongs to Congress
alone
Church said he and Sen
John Sherman Cooper, (R
Ky.l,
will
offer
an
enforcement measure to linul
spending in Southeast Asia i"
funds necessary to complete
withdrawal of all I' s forces
from Indochina I'e s.ml n
would be conditioned on
release of all Amen, an
prisoners
The President restated his
policy on withdrawal ,>l 1 s
forces and. although he used
language somewhat different
from lhal used before
presidential press secretar)
Ronald l. Zieglei saul lhal
policy is unchanged

Acting chief
ATI ireiMM
IVllSSing
DOSterS
r

Wetured or* mock-ups of two original potters stolon from th. design room of the
fin. Arts BIdg. during th* w.ek of Nov. 1. Ronald J. Jacomini, assistant
professor of art, said the posters were part of on exhibit prepared for the MidAnwican College Art Association Conference at the University Oct. 37-30. Each
poster represents two weeks' work by art students Sheba Arnold and Elizabeth
Rieman, sophomores (AAS).

Child-selling charge filed
JACKSONVILLE.
Fla.
I API- A Boy Scoutmaster and
a companion, charged with
trying to sell an Oklahoma
City woman's two small
children for $7,000 and a used
car, were held without bond
vesterdav in the Duval County
Jail
> The men were identified as
William 0 l!ara, 37. also
known as Milford Bennetl.

Library
During
the
Thanksgiving
week
holiday the Library will
be open on (he following
schedule
Wednesday
and Friday. 8 am-5
p.m.. Thursday, closed;
Saturday. 9 a.m.-5 p.m ;
Sunday.
1
p.m.midnight

and Robert Westenhaver. 22 neither man as a relative.
They were arrested after
THE FBI said O'Hara and
allegedly trying to make the
deal with a police informer. Westenhaver and their wives
The children. Theresa An Cox. had been living with Mrs. Cox
3. and her brother. Robert and her children, and the full
Donald Cox. 2, were in interrelationship of the group
custody of a juvenile court had not been established.
The three women were
after spending the night with
being questioned by police.
the informer and his wife
Police told this story of how
In
Oklahoma
City, the deal developed:
The informer, whose name
authorities said Mrs. Cox
reported that O'Hara and was not disclosed, and his wife
Westenhaver had planned a met O'Hara a year ago at the
business trip to Tampa, Fla., Duval County Fair in
and she told them: "I'm tired. Jacksonville and told him they
Please take the children for a were considering adopting a
couple of children. Three
little change of scenery.''
Police said Theresa first weeks ago, O'Hara told him
identified O'Hara as her he expected to have two
father from a small, dim children for sale in two or
picture in a Jacksonville three weeks.
newspaper, but later in a
"The agent contacted us.
police lineup could identify

then called O'Hara back to
argue about the price,"
investigator WE. Beacham
said. "Monday, O'Hara called
and said he was on the way.
They got into Jacksonville and
called the agent to say they
had both children.
"They settled on a price of
$7,000 and a used car Our big
concern was to get hold of the
kids, and that worked out
perfectly.
"O'Hara took the kids to the
agent's house, got $100 in
marked bills as a binder on
the deal, then left them with
the agent's wife when the
agent took him to dinner.
"Once we had our hands on
the children, we moved in and
arrested Bennett at the
restaurant
and
got
Westenhaver at a motel '

appointed
Lieutenant Donald Wilcol
has been appointed acting
chief of police by Bowling
Oreen Mayor F GusSkibbie
The appointment went into
effect yesterday t<> enable
police chief Colburn Sc hall to
take two months sick leave foi
surgery and recuperation
Li Wilcox will serve as
acting chief through .Ian 28,
1»72

Tree
sitting

A lot con be said for tree-sitting in November. The
unseasonably warm weather lends itself to higher
communication Then again, there's a lot to be said for a little
more earthly communication, too.

Soviets lead arms race
LONDON i APi-The Soviet
Union now leads the West in
the development of highly
sophisticated Space Age weapons an authoritative British
reference
yearbook
said
yesterday
Moscow's advance was
made possible to a great
extent b) costly duplication of
effort by members of the
North Mlantic Treaty Organization report to the editors of

Jane - Weapons Systems 197172
The 586-page
volume.
published in its third annual
edition, is a companion
reference work to Jane's
Fighting Ships and Jane's All

The World's Aircraft.
Russia now has the ini
tiative in weapons technology. ' the publishers said.
Whereas (or a long time it
was
assumed-with
considerable pistilii-ation that the
NATO countries had a clear
lead in the development of
sophisticated weapons. It is
now clear that the USSR.
has extinguished that lead and

is outstripping the West."

RECENT ADVANCES in
the Soviet early warning
radar system, editors R.T.
Pretty and D.H R. Archer
said, plus "the modern Soviet
navy and the nature of its
armament and equipment,
and the existence of an operational antiballistic missile
svstem around Moscow are

evidence of the Soviet ability
to take the initiative in weapons system development and
deployment."
The editors added: "Fragmentary evidence is emerging
of a number of other Soviet
developments and programs,
one of which is directly comparable with, but ahead of a
U.S. project.

EAST SIDE CLEVELAND LOVES YOU
Why not take some of the burden out of your
guys traveling expense. If your love fives

Cleveland Hts.
Euclid/S. Euclid
Lynd hurst
Mayfield

Mentor
Richmond Hts
Wtckliffe

Willoughby

then call KEN at 352-0862. My love needs a
ride to B.G. and will share expenses.
lets share and save

Now you can buy Fisher stereo
right here on campus.
FOR BIG DISCOUNTS ON FISHER STEREO EQUIPMENT, CONTACT:

KEVIN LINDSLEY
Rt. 1 Maple Avenue
Castalia, Ohio 44824

Laird nixes
race charge
on military
WASHINGTON |AP>Secretary of Defense Melvin
•R Laird denied yesterday the
existence of discriminatory
quotas in assigning black
troops to overseas American
bases
The Defense secretary's
remarks were prompted by
charges Monday by Rep
Donald V Dellums iD-Calif.)
that an agreement between
the United States and Iceland
dating back to the Kenneday
'administration restricted the
number of black troops
assigned to the North Atlantic
island country.
• Dellums is chairman of
hearings by members of the
Congressional Black Caucus
into "Racism in the Military"

"I

HAVE

NEVER

. authorized the issuance of any
order or policy guidance
restricting the assignment of
any military personnel based
on race, color or creed."
Laird said.
The Black Caucus released
a report Tuesday in which an
American black soldier said
he was hosed down and left
lying in the water for two days
in a stockade as punishment at
,a U.S. Army base overseas.

FREE SMILE BUTTON

Bring a smile to
RING DAY
PLACE

Forum University Bookstore
DATE-NOV. 18

From now on, there's a belter way to buy
stereo equipment at tremendous discounts
than consulting a mail order catalog.
You just consult Fisher's student
representative, instead.
He'll show you a catalog ot Fisher equipment, and give you advice on the equipment
that suits your needs And, if you want, he'll
arrange for a demonstration so you can hear
what you'll be buying. Then, he'll process your

order, at a tremendous discount.
Fisher selected this student because he
is uniquely qualified to act as your Fisher
representative. He knows a lot about high fidelity
He^s a reliable person. And since he's a student
himself, he knows what students need in the
way of stereo equipment.
And since he's the Fisher representative,
he's got what you need. Because Fisher .
makes practically everything.

TIME-10-3

DEPOSIT - $7.00
John Roberta makes one-of-a-kind rings
for one-of-a-kind people.

Fisher ffl

We invented high fidelity.

J?
f, S/The M H~n, It****,. M^-nWc It. 1*71

Annual Hall of Fame contest Z
marks Falcon eager preview
By Jack Carte

Sport i Editor
The first official preview of
the 1971-72 basketball season
will be next Monday when the
Bowling Green freshman and
varsity go at each other in
Anderson Arena.
The contest is the annual

Wrwrt, m« worry?l Pat Holey
ponders
lh«
possible
outcome
of the eager
schedule as the team runs
through a practice session.

Basketball Kail of Fame
game and proceeds from the
event will be given to the Kail
of- Fame as a contribution
from the BG Athletic
Department to the collegiate
showcase located in
Springfield, Mass No tickets
will be sold in advance and the
admission charge at the door
will be fl for adults and 50
cents for students.

Jeff Lessig is the other
guard returning with
experience Ke averaged six
points per game.
Sophomore Jim Kindle
averaged 13.S points per game,
on last year's freshman team.
"Ke looked good in our first
scrimmage of the year," said
Kaley. "Ke hadn't impressed
me until
the
first
scrimmage."

THE FALCON varsity this
season is in a rebuilding stage
after losing all-leagueperformers guard Rich
Walker and center Jim
Connally from last year's
team.
The nucleus that first-year
coach Pat Haley has to work
with is small in height and
doesn't have a proven star on
which to build the team
around.
Kaley indicates that he has
three guards, two centers and
three forwards from which to
draw his starting five.
Two of the guards started at
various times last season for
the varisty. Al Russ averaged
almost five points a game last
year. Russ is only 5'10" and
height is his major limitation.
"Russ has played very well,
so far," said Kaley.

AT CENTER, the Falcons
are lacking a big man, as Jeff
Booms (6'4"l and Brian
Scanlan <6'5") are the only
experienced candidates.
Kaley indicated that if the
center can get the ball on
rebounds, BG will run. If not,
the Falcons will run a
patterned offense with Booms
or Scanlan coming out to a
high post.
The forwards will have to be
the high scorers for the
roundballers this season and
they have shown signs of being
able to do it in the past.
All three candidates are
6'5" with Dalynn Badenhop
the top returnee, but he
averaged only nine points per
game last season. Ke hit a
career high of 22 points
against Toledo.
Another forward with

Watson consistent team man;
right wing bold on assists
In the day and age of the big
bonus, huge crowds and the
super-star, there has come to
be a lot of "I" in the world of
sports
Bob Watson of the
Falcon hockey squad is a nonconformist and still thinks the
most important letter is "T".
and it stands for team.
Only a sophomore, the
V10", 170-pounder from
Madison Heights. Mich., was
the Falcons' most Improved
player last year and continues
to Improve with each game
played.
Says head coach Jack
Vivian of his prize, "Bob is a
top notch team man
He's
what I would call an honest
hockey player, one who is the
same every night. Ke stays
each night after practice and
works extra with his line. 1
can't say enough about those
three (Watson, Mike Bartley
and Ron Wise) on our "Mini"
line"
LAST
YEAR,
the
mathematics major played in
26 games and picked up six
goals and II assists.
To date, Watson at right
wing has scored two goals
and added six assists in four
games, well on his way
toward the Bowling Green
season assist record of 33 set
last year by Gerry Bradbury.
When asked about his
feelings of being an assist man
rather than a goal scorer,
Watson answered. "Sure you
feel better when you score a
goal, but I think it's because of
the fans."
"They react to the goal
scorer, and when you play in
front of crowds, that's an

advantage. I like getting an
assist because 1 know it takes
a lot of work to set up a play,
and it's just as important to
me as getting the goal," he
said
IN ADDITION TO being
consistent, Vivian says that
Watson is also a strong "twoway hockey player."
"A lot of people feel
forwards are for scoring and
defensemen are for stopping
people," Watson commented.

"But if the wings don't help
out on defense, the opposition
is going to score," added
Watson
Only in their third year as a
varsity team, the Falcon icers
have designs of finishing
among the top ten teams in
the nation this year.
Although the icers are only
speculating for a ranking this
season while reality may be
only a year away, Bob Watson
will be one Falcon who will
not be waiting for next season.

scoring potential it Le
Kenson. Kensoii, a part-time
starter, was a freshman
sensation three years ago but
had to sit out one varsity
season because of a wrist
injury. Ke averaged almost
nine points per game last
season.

Haley
"We have had very spirited
practices and the most
impressive thing so far has
been the overall attitude of
the team. The team is getting
along real well as a unit." said
Haley

for everyone in the program
to play before a crowd before
the season opens. It will give
us a chance to make a final
evaluation of our personnel,"
commented Haley.
Haley indicated that with
five minutes to go in the first
half both teams will substitute
a complete new team,
enabling everyone to see
action.

THE VARSITY and
ANOTHER PROSPECT is freshman will have one last
Tom Scott who also saw a lot tune-up before the game
Both squads will
of action last season. "He has Monday
The game will be final
improved quite a bit since scrimmage Wittenburg
The chance for the varsity to play
workouts started," said tomorrow at 5:30.
workout will last an hour with under game conditions before
Kaley.
"Kenson and Badenhop the varsity getting 40 minutes they open their tough regular
have had their spots this ,.of work and the freshman season schedule on the road
against
Dayton
and
season,
but
need ' having a 20-minute workout.
"The game will be a chance Marquette.
improvement," commented

Freshmen exhibif
height advantage
By Joe Barchlck
Sports Writer
With Basketball practice
now several weeks old, the
Bowling Green freshman
basketball team has made
steady progress in preparing
for its season's opener
December 1 at Dayton
University.
But before the curtain rises
on the 1971-72 cage season, the
yearling Falcons have their
sights set on Monday
evening's battle against the
varsity at Anderson Arena.
"Everyone is really anxious
to start playing," commented
freshman coach Ivory
Suesberry. "Things have been
going pretty good in practice
and the players are working
together real well' but we do
need to play."

organization
"With any freshman squad
one has to stress playing
together and fundamentals."
Suesberry explained
"We
have been coming along well
in these departments."
"We are also stressing
defense and team spirit in
practice." Suesberry added.
Everyone on the squad can
play offense but we must work
on our defense. In college
ball, defense is the main
thing
"The team attitude has been
good so far." Suesberry
continued, "but I'd like to
establish some more spirit in
the squad "

THE FRESHMAN varsity
battle will pit the varsity's
experience against the froshs'
size
"It should be a very
THE MAJOR ITEMS interesting game." Suesberry
Suesberry has been working said "We do have the height
on in practice have been advantage but the varsity has
fundamentals, defense and the edge in experience Our

players must get used to the
pushing and shoving under the
boards and the checking off
that the varsity is experienced
at." he said.
Both squads will play their
first teams through most of
the contest However, with
five minutes left in the first
half, both sides will send in
their second teams.
SEVEN PLAYERS are
expected to see a great deal of
action for the frosh in Monday
night's game. The starting
five will include Dick Selgo,
60" guard from Pettisville.
Jeff Montgomery. 6'1" guard
from Miamisburg. William
Howard, 6'10" center from
Dayton Dunbar; Cornelius
Cash. 6'8" forward from
Dayton Dunbar and Ron
Weber, 6'4" forward from
Rossford.
Dave Duffy, a I'll" guard
from Dayton Chaminade and
Brent Moss, a 6'3" forward
Irom Delta round out the
freshman first team.

U.A.O. RUBBER BRIDGE
TOURNAMENT
SUN., NOV. 21 - 1:30 P.M.
ALUMNI ROOM, UNION - 50c
STUDENTS ONLY
PRIZES AND TROPHIES
REGISTER U.A.O. OFFICE

High
hopes

The freshman basketball teams high
hopes rest on the shoulders of 6'10"
BillSkip
Howard (loft) and 6'8
Cornelius Cash (right). Howard and
Cash wore teammates on the Dayton
Dunbar team that was stata runnertup in Class AAA last year.

Swimmers set debut
The Falcons swim team will
inaugurate its season with the
annual "Brown and Orange
meet" at the Natatorium this
Saturday at 2 p.m.
Coach Tom Stubbs will
divide the squad into an
Orange team and a Brown
team for an intrasquad meet
that will give the Falcons
their first competition before
the regular season opens

Events in the intrasquad
meet will be in regular dual
meet schedule, with a total of
13 events.
Each team is to have a
maximum of two open lanes
during the meet.
Tom Wolff will captain the
Orange squad and Jim
Williams will captain the
Brown team

This ytsi...

do your Christmas
shopping in Bowling Green
at YOUNGS
Select gifts — including museum
pieces, music boxes, Hummel pictures.
Complete line of cards, gift wrap,
party goods.
j Gift — wrapping service.

YOUNGS GIFT & ART SHOP
156 N. MAIN

L

MO* SAT t:M-t:M
FHI TIL 1:31
ilMUMMMINIMMUMMMkl

WINTHROP
TERRACE

BRING PARTNER

NORTH & SOUTH

Team
man

Bob Watson, Vivian's right wing man,
saw action in 26 games and picked up
six goali and 11 assists last season. Ho
it pushing for the Falcon season assist
record this year.

MOLLY MU SEZ
THANKS TO THE
BROTHERS OF
PHI DELTA THETA
WE COULDN'T HAVE DONE
IT WITHOUT YOU. YOU'RE
THE GREATEST.

NOW TAKING
APPLICATIONS FOR
WINTER & SPRING
QUARTERS
One word
best describes
the taste
of beer...
it's on
the tip of
your tongue. J
WHEN YOU SAY

Budweiser.
YOU'VE SAC IT ALL i
MMMM "ic • II

2 BEDROOMS
FURNISHED
2 FULL BATHS
AIR CONDITIONED
OLYMPIC SIZE POOL
REC ROOM
LAUNDROMAT
GAS HEAT & GAS RANGE
OFFICE:
400 Napoleon Rd.

IOUIS

352-9135

